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Learn to Protect Your Assets and Prevent Attacks!
The use of Web Services for Business-to-Business (B2B) and Business-to-Consumer (B2C) transactions has created risks that expose critical assets to increasingly greater threats. Enterprise Web Services Security provides the information developers, application architects, and security professionals need to build security policies and strategies from the ground up in a Web Services environment. Most security books focus on computer or network security in isolation, relegating the other areas to overview chapters or appendices. A single-system view of security, however, is not adequate to describe a distributed Web Services-based environment as it causes the developer to have to piece together material from several resources in order to create secure Web sites and services. This book takes a holistic approach that mirrors the perspective developers need to take regardless of whether they are planning and implementing the security mechanisms for a Web Service, a Web site, or an enterprise. It details how to secure critical components such as workstations, servers, and networks, the goals behind an enterprise’s security policies, the policies an organization should have in place, and how to communicate those policies using WS-Policy Framework and WS-Security Policy. Various threats and attacks are also covered, as well as the identity management, authentication, authorization, access control, confidentiality, and integrity mechanisms needed to protect messages and transactions. Enterprise Web Services Security is the one book developers need to make all their security mechanisms work successfully to thwart attacks and protect assets.

About the Author
   

Rickland Hollar (McLean, VA) is a Senior Applications Architect with the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and has over 30 years experience in the industry. Prior to joining the CIA, he was president of a Virginia-based software development fi rm. He has written articles for various publications, including Web Services Journal. Rick Murphy (Annandale, VA) is a Senior Principal INFOSEC Scientist at Mitretek Systems, a public interest research and development firm. He has over 25 years of experience in the information security field and is an adjunct professor in the University of Virginia’s Information Security Management program. Recent publications include papers on open systems security, network firewall configuration, and access control systems.       
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The Synthetic Organic Chemists CompanionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A practical, hands-on guide that belongs in every organic chemistry lab
A unique reference that consolidates essential information in a practical, user-friendly format, The Synthetic Organic Chemist's Companion provides a detailed description     

of how to perform synthetic reactions in real-world research settings, covering the most...
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Electronics: A Systems Approach (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006

	Electronics represents one of the most important, and rapidly changing, areas of engineering. It is used at the heart of a vast range of products that extends from mobile phones to computers, and from cars to nuclear power stations. For this reason, all engineers, scientists and technologists need a basic understanding of such systems, while...
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Logic Circuit Design: Selected MethodsSpringer, 2012

	    In three main divisions the  book covers combinational circuits, latches, and asynchronous sequential circuits. Combinational circuits have  no memorising ability, while sequential circuits have such an ability to various degrees. Latches are the simplest sequential circuits, ones with the shortest memory. The...
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Techniques in High Pressure Neutron ScatteringCRC Press, 2012

	Drawing on the author’s practical work from the last 20 years, Techniques in High Pressure Neutron Scattering is one of the first books to gather recent methods that allow neutron scattering well beyond 10 GPa. The author shows how neutron scattering has to be adapted to the pressure range and type of measurement.
...
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Practical TCP/IP: Designing, Using, and Troubleshooting TCP/IP Networks on Linux(R) and Windows(R)Addison Wesley, 2003
Practical TCP/IP is the only book you need to ensure that your networks work.  With this book you learn by doing as well as reading.  Split into 4 Parts, this book has a unique modular approach that facilitates in-depth and easy learning.  The detailed appendices make this a desktop book you cannot be without.
Based on years of...
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PhoneGap Mobile Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	We live in an ever-evolving technological landscape, and the transition from the traditional web for desktop machines to mobile devices is now of more importance than ever. With the constant advancement in mobile technology and device capabilities, as well as increasing user adoption and the preference to access content or interact with...
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